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By using the recent mathematical tools developed in quaternionic differential op-
erator theory, we solve the Schrödinger equation in the presence of a quaternionic
step potential. The analytic solution for the stationary states allows one to explicitly
show the qualitative and quantitative differences between this quaternionic quan-
tum dynamical system and its complex counterpart. A brief discussion on reflected
and transmitted times, performed by using the stationary phase method, and its
implication on the experimental evidence for deviations of standard quantum me-
chanics is also presented. The analytic solution given in this paper represents a
fundamental mathematical tool to find an analytic approximation to the quater-
nionic barrier problem up to now solved by numerical method. © 2006 American
Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2227635
. INTRODUCTION
Since a quaternionic equation can be equivalently written as a two-component complex equa-
ion, it is natural to ask whether the quaternionic Schrödinger equation is simply another way of
ewriting complex quantum mechanics. The answer to this question is given in the famous book1
y Adler. Probabilities in quaternionic dynamical system are different from those of standard
omplex theory. In the first papers on the quaternionic Schrödinger equation, deviations from
omplex quantum mechanics were studied by considering quaternionic perturbation potentials.2,3
ecent progress on the solution of quaternionic differential equations4–6 has improved the physical
iscussion on quaternionic tunneling phenomena7 and bound states.8
In this paper, an interesting simple quaternionic quantum mechanical system is analytically
olved. This allows one to discuss both qualitative and quantitative differences between quater-
ionic and complex quantum mechanics. The explicit stationary wave solution for the quaternionic
otential step shows some important results which could be very useful in looking for deviations
rom the standard quantum theory. For example, the quaternionic step diffusion is characterized by
eflected and transmitted waves which are not instantaneous. The analytic solution is also very
seful to understand the effect that quaternionic potentials play on the phase of stationary waves.
he advantage to analytically solve a quaternionic problem is surely represented by the possibility
o deeply study the quaternionic solution and understand where and if deviations from complex
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 This article is copyrightI. FQUATERNIONIC SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION
In the quaternionic formulation of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, the dynamics of a
article without spin subject to the influence of the anti-Hermitian scalar potential,
iV1r,t + jV2r,t + kV3r,t ,
s described by
tr,t = i 22m2 − iV1r,t − jV2r,t − kV3r,tr,t , 1
ith
V1,2,3: R3,R → R and :R3,R → H .
quation 1 is known as the Schrödinger equation for quaternionic quantum mechanics.1 It is
atural to try to relate the new results coming from this quaternionic formulation with the well-
nown phenomena discussed in the standard textbooks of complex quantum mechanics.9–11 In
his spirit, the complex limit, i.e., V2,3→0, surely represents a useful mathematical tool to test
uaternionic calculations and to understand, by explicitly showing the difference between the
uaternionic and complex formulation, if and where quaternionic deviations from standard quan-
um mechanics could be seen and investigated.
The linearity in t of the evolution time operator in Eq. 1 guarantees to obtain a positive
robability density
r,t = ̄r,tr,t , 2
ogether with a continuity equation
tr,t +  · Jr,t = 0. 3
o find the explicit form of the current density Jr , t, let us first derive the Schrödinger equation




2̄r,ti + ̄r,tiV1r,t + jV2r,t + kV3r,t . 4
ombining Eq. 1 multiplied from the left by ̄r , t and Eq. 4 multiplied from the right by




2̄r,tir,t − ̄r,ti2r,t = 0.
onsequently, the density current in quaternionic quantum mechanics is formally equal to that one




̄r,tir,t − ̄r,ti  r,t . 5
t is worth pointing out that, due to the noncommutativity nature of quaternions, the position of the
maginary unit i is not a choice but it is imposed by the anti-Hermiticity of evolution time operator
n Eq. 1.
. Time independent potentials
In this paper, we are going to be concerned with a particle in a time independent potential. In
omplex quantum mechanics, the rapid spatial variations of a square potential introduce purely
ed as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This article is copyrightuantum effects in the motion of the particle. The same is valid for perturbative quaternionic
otentials. Before beginning our investigation, we shall discuss some important mathematical
roperties of the quaternionic Schrödinger equation in the presence of time independent potentials,
tr,t = i 22m2 − iV1r − jV2r − kV3rr,t . 6
aking into account that r , t is a quaternionic function, we apply the method of separation of
ariables with the time dependent function appearing on the right-hand side,4




: R3 → H .
his stationary solution of the Schrödinger equation leads to a time-independent probability den-
ity r. Consequently, the current density satisfies
 · ̄rir − ̄ri  r = 0. 8




2 − iV1r − jV2r − kV3rr + riE = 0. 9
. Time reversal invariance
From Eq. 6, we can immediately obtain the time-reversed Schrödinger equation
tTr,− t = − i 22m2 − iV1r − jV2r − kV3rTr,− t . 10
n complex quantum mechanics the *-conjugation yields a time-reversed version of the original
chrödinger equation. In quaternionic quantum mechanics there does not exist a universal time
eversal operator.1 Only a restricted class of time-independent quaternionic potentials V2r
V3r, i.e.,
Wr = V2r − iV3r = 	Wr	expi  = const ,
s time reversal invariant. For these potentials,
Tr,− t = ur,tū, u = k expi . 11
n the standard quantum mechanics limit, due to the complex nature of the wave function Cr , t,
e recover the well-known result
C,Tr,− t = C
*r,t .
. One-dimensional square potentials
Let us consider one-dimensional potentials. In the case of square shapes, the potential is a
uaternionic constant in certain regions of space. In such regions, the stationary wave function
x is obtained by solving the following second-order differential equation with left constantuaternionic coefficients,
ed as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This article is copyrighti 2
2m
x − iV1 − jV2 − kV3x = − xiE . 12
t is not our purpose here to discuss the theory of quaternionic differential equations and we refer
he interested reader to the papers cited in Refs. 4–6 where a detailed exposition of the subject is
ound. The solution of Eq. 12 is
x = 1 + jwexp−xc1 + exp− −xc2 + z + jexp+xc3 + exp− +xc4 , 13
here c1,. . .,4 are complex coefficients to be determined by the boundary conditions and
± = 
2mV1 ± 
E2 − V22 − V32/  ,
z = iV2 + iV3/E + 
E2 − V22 − V32 ,
w = − iV2 − iV3/E + 
E2 − V22 − V32  C1,i .
n the free potential region V1,2,3=0 the previous solution reduces to
x = expixc1 + exp− ixc2 + jexpxc3 + exp− xc4 , 14
here
 = 
2mE/   R .
II. BOUNDED SOLUTIONS AND CURRENT DENSITY
Let us now calculate the stationary states in the case of a quaternionic step potential. The
rocedure follows the standard one. We use Eq. 13 in the region where the potential is a constant
nd Eq. 14 in the free region. We then impose that such solutions remain bounded and, finally,
e match these functions by requiring the continuity of x and its derivative in x=0. Before
roceeding with our calculations, the only point deserving further discussion concerns the classi-
cation of the energy zones in the potential region in order to distinguish between partial and total
eflection. To do this, we have to analyze the complex exponential factors ±. The possible cases
re sketched in the following figure
o avoid any confusion between real and imaginary coefficients and to facilitate the reading of this
aper, in the sequel, we shall adopt the following notation:
zone A: − = i−, +,
zone B: −, +,
zone C: − = 	+ − i	−, + = 	+ + i	−,here
ed as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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E2 − V22 − V32 − V1, 	± =
m2 
V12 + V22 + V32 − E2 ± V1  R .
. Region I
For the solution to remain bounded when x→−
, it is necessary to have c4=0 in Eq. 14. So,
he solution in region I becomes
Ix = eix + re−ix + jr̃ex, 15
here c2=r and c3= r̃ represent the reflection coefficients to be determined by the matching
onditions. From Eq. 8, we immediately find the constant value of the current density in this
egion, i.e.,
JI = 1 − 	r	2  /m . 16
. Region II - zone A: Partial reflection
The condition on the boundedness of the solution implies that c3=0 in Eq. 13. Since the
ncident particle is coming from x=−
, we also have to impose c2=0. The stationary wave
unction, in zone A, is then given by
II,Ax = 1 + jwtei−x + z + jt̃e−+x, 17
here c1= t and c4= t̃ represent the transmission coefficients to be determined by the matching
onditions. In this region the current density is
JII,A = 1 − 	w	2	t	2  −/m . 18
his means a non-null transmission probability and consequently partial reflection in region I.
. Region II - zone B: Total reflection
For the solution to remain bounded when x→ +
, it is necessary that c2=c4=0 in Eq. 13.
hus, the solution in zone B is
II,Bx = 1 + jwte−−x + z + jt̃e−+x. 19
n this zone, the current density is null
JII,B = 0. 20
his characterizes a total reflection in region I.
. Region II - zone C: Total reflection
The boundedness condition of the solution implies that c1=c3=0 in Eq. 13. Thus, we have
II,Cx = 1 + jwtei	−x + z + jt̃e−i	−xe−	+x, 21
ith








e−i,  = arctan
V22 + V32 − E2
E
 .
s in the previous zone, the current density is null
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 This article is copyrightJII,C = 0. 22
his implies total reflection in region I.
. Relation between reflection and transmission coefficients
The stationary wave solution of the Schrödinger equation in the presence of a quaternionic
tep potential can then be expressed in terms of complex reflection r , r̃ and transmission t , t̃
oefficients:
Ix = eix + re−ix + jr̃ex, 23
IIx = 1 + jwte
i−x + z + jt̃e−+x zone A
1 + jwte−−x + z + jt̃e−+x zone B
1 + jwtei	−x + z + jt̃e−i	−xe−	+x zone C.
24
s we saw, the current density assumes a constant value. This value has been calculated in the free
otential region and in each of the three different zones of region II. The continuity of x and
ts derivative in x=0 implies the continuity of the current density, i.e., JI=JII. This gives an
mmediate relation between reflection and transmission coefficients,
R + T = 1, 25
ith
R = 	r	2 and T =
−

1 − 	w	2	t	2 for E  
V12 + V22 + V32,
R = 	r	2 and T = 0 for E  
V12 + V22 + V32.
bserve that both in complex and quaternionic quantum mechanics, to find the relation between R
nd T we do not have the necessity to find the explicit value of plane wave coefficients r and t.
V. EXPLICIT PLANE WAVE SOLUTIONS
The usual method for determining the stationary states in a square potential requires the
ontinuity of x and its derivative at the point where the potential is discontinuous in this case
=0. Then, we impose that
I0 = II0 ,
26
I0 = II 0 .
. Region II - zone A: Continuity
Matching the conditions at x=0, we get
1 + r + jr̃ = 1 + jwt + z + jt̃ ,
i1 − r + jr̃ = 1 + jwi−t − z + j+t̃ .
fter separating the complex from the pure quaternionic part, we find
˜1 + r = t + zt ,
ed as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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e have determined the stationary states of a particle in the presence of a quaternionic step
otential for plane waves of energy EV0=
V12+V22+V32. In Fig. 1, we plot, for different ratios of
 2 2
IG. 1. Space is divided into region I x0 and region II x0. There is a constant quaternionic potential iV1+ jV2
kV3 in region II whereas in region I there is no potential. The space dependence of the quaternionic stationary wave
unction x is plotted for the energy zone A EV0=
V12+V22+V32 and for different complex/pure quaternionic potential
atios. The plots for the complex part of x exhibit an oscillatory behavior both for region I and region II. The pure
uaternionic part is practically absent in the free potential region.he complex and pure quaternionic potential V1 / V2+V3 , the four real component of x
ed as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This article is copyrightersus the adimensional space variable 
2mV0x /. In region I, only the complex part of x
resents an oscillatory behavior. The pure quaternionic part decreases exponentially due to the
resence of the evanescent wave ex. In region II, we have a new oscillatory pure quaternionic
ave. It is also important to note here that increasing the value of pure quaternionic potential, we
mooth the phase changes expected in the potential region by standard quantum mechanics. Thus,
e can conclude that this change in the phase is caused by the complex part of the quaternionic
otential.
These plane waves do not represent a physical state for a localized incoming particle. They
ave to be linearly superposed to form wave packets. It is not our purpose to introduce the wave
acket treatment for quaternionic wave functions in this paper. This topic deserves a deeper
nalysis and is, currently, under investigation. Nevertheless, a simple discussion can done at this
tage. By using the stationary phase method,9 we can follow the maximum of the reflected and
ransmitted wave packets. The use of a real modulation function g implies that the incident
ave packets reach the point x=0 at t=0. Any phase in the reflected and/or transmitted waves will
ntroduce a shift in time. To clarify this point, it can be useful to rewrite the reflection and
ransmission coefficients in terms of their modulus and phases. By simple algebraic manipulations,
e find
r =
 − − + + − zw2 − −+ + izw− + +
 + − + + − zw2 + −+ + izw− − +
=
 − − + + − zw2 − −+2 + z2w22− + +2
 + − + + − zw2 + −+2 + z2w22− − +2









 + − + + − zw2 − −+2 + z2w22− + +2
exp− id , 29
here
n = arctan zw− + + − − + + − zw2 − −+ , 30
d = arctan zw− − + + − + + − zw2 + −+ . 31
he phases of the reflected and transmitted waves are then given by









he stationary phase method suggests that the maximum of the reflected and transmitted waves is
ound at the point x=0 for the following time values:
r =
m n0 − d0 ,
 0
ed as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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here 0 is the maximum of the modulation function g. In this energy zone EV0, an
mmediate qualitative difference between complex and quaternionic quantum mechanics is found.
or quaternionic potential the reflection and transmission are not instantaneous. We shall come
ack to this point later.
. Region II - zone A: Complex limit
Performing the complex limit, V2,3→0, we obtain
+ → 
2mE + V1/  ,
− → 
2mE − V1/  ,
z,w → 0.










E − V1 ,
r̃C, t̃C = 0.
ue to the real nature of rC and tC, we find instantaneous reflection and transmission. This means
hat at time zero, the maximum of the incident, reflected and transmitted waves are at x=0.
. Region II - zone B: Continuity


























n Fig. 2, we plot the four real component of x versus the adimensional space variable
2mV0x /. Zone B is characterized by 
V22+V32EV0. In Fig. 2, we have considered the case
=V0 /
2. Consequently, the behavior of the stationary waves in this zone is given by the plots
orresponding to 
V22+V32 /V01/
2. In this zone, due to the presence of evanescent exponentials
n the transmitted waves, we find a nonzero probability to find the particle in the region of space
here x is positive only for short times. The stationary phase method can be applied to theeflected wave. The coefficient r can be rewritten as follows
ed as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 + + − zw + − + izw+ + − − − + +
 + + − zw + − − izw+ + − − − + +
= exp2i , 35
here
 = arctan zw+ + − − − + +
 + + − zw + −
 .
he phase of the reflected wave is then given by




t is important to observe that here we have a quantitative difference between complex and
uaternionic quantum mechanics. Indeed, also for the standard quantum theory the reflection is not







. Region II - zone B: Complex limit
Performing the complex limit, V2,3→0, we obtain
t → tC = 2
E/
E + i
V1 − E ,
IG. 2. The space dependence of the quaternionic stationary wave function x is plotted for the energy zone B

V22+V32EV0 and C E
V22+V32, and for different complex/pure quaternionic potential ratios. The plots for the
omplex part of x exhibit an evanescent behavior in region II. The pure quaternionic part is practically zero far from
he discontinuity point. An interesting oscillatory behavior smoothed by the evanescent waves is also present in region II




V1 − E ,
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he presence of the phase
C = arctan−
V1 − EE 














. Region II - zone C: Continuity
The last zone is characterized by E
V22+V32. Continuity conditions give
t =
2
 + 	− + i	+
1 − zw + 	+ − i	−
 + 	− + i	+
 − 	− + i	+
 + 	+ + i	−
−1,
r =
 − 	− − i	+
2
1 − zw + 	+ − i	−
 − 	− − i	+
 + 	− − i	+




 + 	+ − i	−




 + 	+ + i	−
wt .




2. To discuss the time reflection, we rewrite r in terms of its modulus and phase,
r =
 − 	− − i	+ + 	+ + i	−ei −  + 	+ − i	− + 	− − i	+e−i
 + 	+ + i	− + 	− + i	+ei −  + 	+ − i	− − 	− + i	+e−i
= exp2i 40
here
 = arctan  + 	+tan  + 	−
	− − 	+ + 	−
2 + 	+
2tan  .
n this zone, we do not have a complex limit case. It is important to observe that a new phenom-
non appears. The oscillatory behavior of the particle in region II is damped due to the presence
f the evanescent wave e−	+x. Thus, a nonzero probability to find the particle in the potential
egion only exists for short times.
. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN COMPLEX AND QUATERNIONIC QUANTUM
ECHANICS
In the last several years, the Schrödinger equation in the presence of quaternionic constant
otentials has been a matter of study and discussion in the literature. This is justified in view of a
ossible understanding of the role that a quaternionic quantum theory could play in the real
hysical world. As remarked by Adler1 all known physical phenomena appear to be very well
escribed by complex quantum mechanics. Nevertheless, to see if quaternionic quantum mechan-
cs represents a possible way to describe the nature or if it is only an interesting mathematical
xercise, we have to use and test this formalism in simple quantum mechanical systems. With
ed as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This article is copyrightespect to previous works regarding potential barrier diffusion2,3,7 and potential well bound states,8
n this paper, we have preferred to go back in our analysis of nonrelativistic quaternionic quantum
echanics by studying the potential step.
The study presented in this paper can be seen as an attempt to understand, by starting from an
nalytic solution of a simple quantum mechanical system, where and if differences between
tandard quantum mechanics and theoretical solutions obtained by solving the Schrödinger equa-
ion in the presence of a quaternionic step perturbation can be observed. The main difficulty in
btaining quaternionic solutions of a physical problem is due to the fact that, in general, the
tandard mathematical methods of resolution break down. Nevertheless, the recent progress in
uaternionic differential theory4–6 and linear algebra12,13 gives the possibility to use “new” quater-
ionic mathematical tools. As a direct consequence of this, we have been able to find an analytic
olution for the stationary states in the presence of a quaternionic potential step. This means that
e have now for the first time the possibility of describing in detail qualitative differences
etween complex and quaternionic quantum mechanics.
. Experimental proposals in quaternionic quantum mechanics
The earliest experimental proposals to test quaternionic deviations from complex quantum
echanics14 suggested that the noncommutativity of quaternionic phases could be observed in
ragg scattering by crystal made of three different atoms, in neutron interferometry and in meson
egeneration. In 1984, the neutron interferometric experiment was realized by Kaiser, George, and
erner.15 The neutron wave function traversing slabs of two dissimilar materials titanium and
luminum should experience the noncommutativity of the phase shifts when the order in which
he barriers are traversed is reversed. The experimental result showed that the phase shifts com-
ute to better than one part in 3104. To explain this null result, Klein postulated16 that quater-
ionic potentials act only for some of the fundamental forces and proposed an experiment for
esting possible violations of the Schrödinger equation by permuting the order in which nuclear,
agnetic, and gravitational potentials act on neutrons in an interferometer.
The first theoretical analysis of two quaternionic potential barriers was developed by Davies
nd McKellar.3 In their paper, by translating the quaternionic Schrödinger equation into a pair of
oupled complex equations and solving the corresponding complex system by numerical methods,
avies and McKellar showed that, notwithstanding the presence of complex instead of quater-
ionic phases, the predictions of quaternionic quantum mechanics differ from those of the usual
heory. In particular, they pointed out that different from the complex quantum mechanics predic-
ion, where the left and right transmission amplitudes, tL and tR, are equal in magnitude and in
hase, in the quaternionic quantum mechanics only the magnitudes 	tL	 and 	tR	 are equal. So, the
easurement of a phase shift should be an indicator of quaternionic effects and of space depen-
ent phase potentials. However, this conclusion leads to the embarrassing question of why there
as no phase change in the experiment proposed by Peres14 and realized by Kaiser, George, and
erner.15 To reconcile the theoretical predictions with the experimental observations, Davies and
cKellar reiterated the Klein conclusion and suggested to subject the neutron beam to different
nteractions in permuted order.
In the final chapter of the Adler book,1 we find an intriguing question. Do the Kayser and
olleagues’1 experiment, and the elaborations on it proposed by Klein actually test for residual
uaternionic effects? According to the nonrelativistic quaternionic scattering theory developed by
dler1 the answer is clearly no. Experiments to detect a phase shift are equivalent to detect time
eversal violation, which so far has not been detectable in neutron-optical experiments.
. Quaternionic potential step, CP violation, and kaons system
Based on the previous considerations, experimental proposals to test quaternionic deviations
rom standard quantum mechanics should involve CP violation dynamical systems. A natural
andidate to such an investigation could be the system of K-mesons.17,18 The quaternionic time
eversal violation potential see Sec. II
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hould be directly responsible for CP violation effects. The experimental results on KS,L a KL
eson decays more often to −e+̄e than to 
+e−e Ref. 19 could be useful to estimate the
odulus and phase of the pure quaternionic part of this “effective” potential.
Once determined the magnitude of the quaternionic perturbation, by using the analytic solu-
ion obtained in this paper, could be possible through a stationary phase analysis to explicitly
alculate the reflection and transmission times of a K-meson particle scattered by a complex
otential step in the presence of a quaternionic CP violating perturbation. In the case of an
bove-potential incident particle the diffusion from a pure complex potential standard quantum
echanics happens instantaneously, i.e.,
r,C = t,C = 0.
he possibility to analytically solve the corresponding quaternionic problem gives us the chance
o see an immediate qualitative difference between complex and quaternionic quantum mechanics.
he presence of a quaternionic potential surprisingly modifies the reflection and transmission












here 0 is the maximum of the wave packet modulation function.
With this paper, we would have liked to close the debate on the role that quaternionic poten-
ials could play in quantum mechanics, but more realistically, we simply contribute to the general
iscussion. Physical interpretations of quaternionic solutions still represent a delicate question and
efore proposing a detailed experimental test, we think that more mathematical questions should
e addressed and deeply investigated.
. Complex and quaternionic geometries
To give a satisfactory probability interpretation, amplitudes of probability must be defined in
ssociative division algebras.1 Amplitudes of probabilities defined in nondivision algebras fail to
atisfy the requirement that in the absence of quantum interference effects, probability amplitude
uperposition should reduce to probability superposition. The associative law of multiplication
which fails for the octonions is needed to satisfy the completeness formula and to guarantee that
he Schrödinger anti-self-adjoint operator leaves invariant the inner product.
At first glance it appears that we cannot formulate quantum theories by using wave functions
efined in nondivision or nonassociative algebras. This is an erroneous conclusion because the
onstraint concerns the inner product and not the kind of Hilbert space in which we define our
ave functions. Amplitudes of probability have to be given in C or H complex or quaternionic
eometry but vectors in the Hilbert space have no limitation. We can formulate a consistent
omplexified quaternionic20–24 or octonionic25,26 quantum mechanics by adopting complex inner
roducts. The use of complex inner product represents a fundamental tool in applying a Clifford
lgebraic formalism to physics and plays a fundamental role in looking for geometric interpreta-
ion of the algebraic structures in relativistic equations and gauge theories.27–31 The choice of
uaternionic inner product seems to be best adapted to investigate deviations from the standard
omplex theory in quantum mechanics32,33 and field theory.34,35
. Conclusions and outlooks
We conclude this paper by listing the most interesting features of our analysis and future
nvestigations suggested by our results.
1 An analytic solution for a simple quantum mechanical system quaternionic potential step
as been given previous studies on the quaternionic Schrödinger equation have been performed
y numerical calculations.
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uaternionic quantum mechanics see, for example, the reflection and transmission times for
bove-potential diffusion and the oscillatory behavior in the new region below the potential.
3 A plane wave analysis for a quaternionic barrier can be now developed by using an
nalytic two step approach.
4 The plane wave results valid in the physical situation of complete interference should be
evised by introducing a quaternionic wave packet formalism particle viewpoint. This should
onfirm and explain the reflection and transmission times obtained by the stationary phase method.
5 In the quaternionic barrier analysis, we expect qualitative differences between complex
nd quaternionic quantum dynamical system.
5.1 For above-potential diffusion, the quaternionic wave packets will be characterized by
ew reflection and transmission times with respect to the standard complex case.36,37
5.2 In the tunneling zone, the quaternionic Hartman effect has to be investigated and con-
ronted with the standard one which predicts for a long barrier instantaneous transmission.38–40
5.3 In the new below-potential region, a Klein-like phenomenon41,42 appears and it should be
nterpreted within a nonrelativistic context.
6 The natural candidate to quaternionic experimental proposals seems to be the system of
-mesons. The above-suggested investigations should give a more clear idea about the possibility
o really perform an experiment involving nonrelativistic oscillating particles and CP violating
otential barriers. This probably should close the debate on the use of a quaternionic mathematical
ormalism in quantum theories.
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